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Nothing is Sweeter Than You

Soprano

But each rose blossoms to show me nothing is sweeter than you.

Contralto

But each rose blossoms to show me nothing is sweeter than you.

Alto

But each rose blossoms to show me nothing is sweeter than you.
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Nothing is Sweeter Than You

Songs of love may be appealing, up above skies may be blue. But to

Nothing is Sweeter Than You

Songs of love may be appealing, up above skies may be blue. But to
Nothing is Sweeter Than You

me they're just revealing
One thing I know is true:
Nothing is sweeter than you.

me they're just revealing
I've seen the sun at dawn in,
I've watched the moon.

me they're just revealing
Nothing is sweeter than you.

One thing I know is true:
Nothing is sweeter than you.

Nothing is sweeter than you.

me they're just revealing
Nothing is sweeter than you.

One thing I know is true:
Nothing is sweeter than you.
rob-in's tu-une. And though they're all in-spir-ing, you're still the
one my heart's des-ir-ing.
One thing I know is true:

Nothing is sweeter than you.